COMPANY-BASED RESEARCH
Research outside Academia:
Industrial Doctorates, Apprenticeships for Research Purposes, Fiscal Incentives and Cultural Benefits

International Conference organized by ADAPT and the International Doctoral School in Human Capital Formation and Labour Relations (University of Bergamo).
The Conference is one of the ADAPT international events on Productivity, Investment in Human Capital and the Challenge of Youth Employment

V Edition

Bergamo (Italy), 26-27 September 2014
Piazzale Sant’Agostino n. 2, Conference Room
Friday 26 September

9.00-10.00 *Stepping up the Cooperation between Industry and Academia*

Stefano Paleari (Dean of the University of Bergamo)
Giuseppe Bertagna (University of Bergamo)
Annamaria Minervini (University of Bergamo)

10.00-12.30 *Building Bridges between Industry and Academia: The International Doctoral School in Human Capital Formation and Labour Relations*

*The Meaning of SIPED workgroup: Training, Higher Education and Research Doctorates*
Simonetta Ulivieri (SIPED President – Italian Society of Pedagogy)

*The Strategic Role of Higher Education and Training: Research Notes*
Giuseppe Bertagna (University of Bergamo)

*The Necessary Integration between the Labor Market, Higher Education and Training*
Emmanuele Massagli (ADAPT)

Presentations by the Members of the SIPED Group “Secondary Education, Higher Education and Ph.D. Programmes”:
Maria Teresa Moscato (University of Bologna), Michele Caputo (University of Bologna), Andrea Potestio (University of Bergamo), Andrea Porcarelli (University of Padova), Olga Rossi Cassottana (University of Genova), Olga Bombardelli (University of Trento), Paolina Mulè (University of Catania), Carla Xodo (University of Padova), Giuseppe Spadafora (University of Calabria)

12.30-13.00 *Questions and Answers*

13.00-14.30 *Buffet lunch*

14.30-17.00 *Company-based Research: The Italian Case from an International and Comparative Framework*

Maurizio Bianco (AgustaWestland S.p.A.)
Alberto Busnelli (BASF)
Stefano Antonelli and Fulvio Uggeri (Bracco)
Alberto Sasco (Fincantieri)

Introduction and chairing: Michele Tiraboschi (University of Modena and Reggio Emilia)

17.00-17.45 *Questions and Answers*

17.45 *Cocktail buffet*
Saturday 27 September

8.30-10.30 *Professional and Industrial Doctorates: Comparing International Experiences*

*Career Prospects and Impacts of SSH Doctorates*

**Annamaria Inzelt** (IKU Innovation Research Centre)

*Understanding the Impact of the Industrial Doctorates: The Case of the EngD in the UK*

**Fumi Kitagawa** (University of Manchester)

*The Knowledge Contributions of Professional Doctorates*

**Carol Costley** (Middlesex University)

Chair: **Lilli Casano** (University of Bergamo)

10.30-12.30 *Industrial Doctorates and Innovative Research Paths in Europe and Italy*

*European Industrial Doctorates in Marie Skłodowska-Curie Actions – Policy Objectives*

**Przemysław Jankowski** (European Commission)

*The doctoral degrees under H2020: novelties of the MSCA Programme*

**Katia Insogna** (APRE – Agency for the Promotion of European Research)

*The Third Mission of University: Current Issues and Future Prospects*

**Alfonso Balsamo** (International Doctoral School in Human Capital Formation and Labour Relations)

Chair: **Francesca Sperotti** (ADAPT)